
CITY OF CAMBRIDGE | JUNE 8, 2023
LINEAR PARK REDESIGN PROJECT

PUBLIC MEETING #3
ADVANCED DESIGN MEETING

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the third community meeting for the Linear Park Redesign ProjectWe’ll be recording the presentation part of this meetingThis meeting will provide updates on the ongoing linear park and multi-use path redesign and provide an overview of the advanced design conceptsFor those interested in utilizing our Closed Captioning services: please click the CC icon at the bottom tool bar. Then click, Show Captions.



Q and A

Public Input
 At the bottom center of the Zoom window:

 Use the “Q&A” button to submit written 
questions and comments during the 
presentation

 Use the “Raise Hand” button to request to 
speak at the end of the presentation
 We will unmute you
 You’ll have 2 minutes to speak your 

comments and ask questions at the end 
of the presentation

 Technical support – Bill Deignan / 
wdeignan@cambridgema.gov

“Q&A” to submit typed questions 
& comments

“Raise Hand” to speak 
questions & comments

Camb.ma/LinearPark

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can visit the project website to learn more information, submit comments and feedback using the Tell Us Your Thoughts button, view a map of the project area, or sign up for our e-newsletter to get notified of upcoming eventsThe URL for the project website is Camb.MA/LinearParkAt the bottom center of the Zoom window, you can use the Q and A button to submit written questions and comments during the presentationAt the end of the presentation, you can use the raise hand button to indicate that you’d prefer to speak your questions or commentsWe’ll unmute you and prompt you to speak, then you’ll have 1-2 minutes to offer your insightsIf you have any questions or issues with Zoom, please email wdeignan@cambridgema.gov



AGENDA

Welcome!
1. Project background 

and schedule
2. Feedback from Public 

Meeting #2
3. Linear Park advanced 

design plans
4. Questions & feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We want to let you know what we’ve been working on since our last meeting to go from concept-level to more-advanced designs along Linear Park – including incorporating the feedback we’ve heard throughout the processSo, the agenda will include an update on the background of the project and the proposed scheduleWe’ll review what feedback we heard during the public engagement processAnd then we’ll review the more advanced designs we’ve generated, and have time at the end to collect feedback and answer questions



PROJECT BACKGROUND

Linear Park Redesign
 Renovation of Linear Park 

from Russell Field to 
Somerville-Cambridge line

 New path surface, trees 
and understory plantings, 
lighting, drainage, signage, 
seating, and opportunities 
for play

 Public art & placemaking

LINEAR PARK

RUSSELL FIELD

N

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The scope of the Linear Park Redesign project includes a full renovation of the path and landscaping from Russell Field to the Cambridge-Somerville lineLinear park was finished in 1985 with the extension of the MBTA red line, it’s a busy path with a high number of users, and has not had substantial work completed since it opened, so many park elements need a refreshWe’re planning to add new trees and other plantings, lighting, stormwater drainage, signage, benches and other types of seating, opportunities for play, drinking fountains, and trash and recycling containersAs with all city projects, 1% of the project construction budget includes incorporating public art into the site



PROJECT SCHEDULE

Linear Park Redesign

Late Fall 2022: Conceptual 
Design 
Winter 2023: Preliminary Design
Spring-Summer 2023: Final 
Design
Late 2023: Out to Bid

LINEAR PARK

RUSSELL FIELD

N

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Linear Park Redesign project schedule is as followsConceptual design plans were submitted in fall 2022Preliminary design documents were in process in winter 2023Now, in late spring/early summer 2023 we anticipate having final design plans completedAnd later in 2023 we hope to go out to bid for construction



PAST PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Key responses to 2022 open-ended survey questions
1. What works well about Linear Park?

 The park and path itself as a place to walk, bike, and exercise
 Shade, trees, proximity to Alewife Station, Mass Ave and Davis Square

2. What does not work well about Linear Park?
 Crowded, narrow, need more space for different users
 Lack of benches

3. It would be great if the Linear Park project included:
 More trees and enhanced landscaping
 Drinking fountains, benches, and tables

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next item on the agenda is public engagement and providing an update on this ongoing processWe had a survey monkey online survey open from May to September of 2022The survey asked folks to evaluate six different themes deserved the most attention in the redesign effort, including site history and interpretive signage, art and creativity, ecology and resiliency, path identity and landscaping, opportunities for play and exploring, and social spaces and seatingEcology and resiliency seemed to be the most important topics for folks who submitted the surveyWe’re looking at a variety of ways to increase ecological value through plantings, soil decompaction, and encouraging path users to remain on established path areas, this will reduce soil compaction which will allow for better growing conditions and increase stormwater infiltrationResiliency essentially means the ability to recover from difficult situations – so we’re focused on native plantings and working to ensure their successThe survey also asked open ended questions about Linear ParkWe received over 2,000 open ended comments, and it was helpful for us by identifying additional priorities not listed in the six themes



PAST PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Public Site Walk
May 5th and June 4th, 2022

Paint the Path Event
June 18th, 2022 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We hosted two site walks in 2022 – both walks were advertised to the public – and had upwards of 50 attendeesIn June 2022, we hosted the Paint the Path Event at the Harvey Street path crossing, the event was popular with families and had a great turnoutWe held the introduction meeting to the project in June 2022We held the 2nd public meeting, showing the conceptual design designs, in November 2022, and today marks the 3rd public meeting for the project



UPCOMING PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Linear Park Tabling Event
 Saturday, June 17th. 10am -

noon
 Grass area between Russell 

Field and Harvey Street
 See the concept roll plans, 

learn more about the 
project

 RAIN DATE: Thursday, June 
22, 3pm-5pm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upcoming public engagementWe have a tabling event planned for Saturday June 17th from 10am to noonIn the area between Russell Field and Harvey StreetCome visit us for drinks and snacks and to see a printed version of the advanced designsRain date is Thursday, June 22, from 3p-5p



LINEAR PARK REDESIGN PROJECT VISION

The Linear Park Redesign project will reimagine a beloved and 
highly used community park and multi-use pathway.

The outcomes of a redesigned Linear Park 
are:

 To be an inclusive space and 
accommodating of all users

 Create an engaging community open 
space

 Strengthen neighborhood 
connections

 Be a resilient and biodiverse 
landscape suited for a changing 
climate

To enhance the experience of path 
users and park visitors, we will:

 Include playful and creative 
features

 Add new seating for all to enjoy
 Widen and differentiate paths of 

travel, where space allows

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This vision is driving the process and it is important for us to acknowledge how we generated these advanced designs based on what we heard during our project outreach and engagement process



PROJECT GOALS

Linear Park Project Goals
 Widen the path where space allows for the high 

volume and mix of different users

 Add a variety of new seating and opportunities 
for natural play

 Establish stronger community access

 Retain tree canopy, add additional trees and 
understory plantings

 Design park and pathway to minimize root zone 
impacts

 Establish better soil and growing conditions
 Minimize tree removals wherever possible with effort 

at transplanting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The feedback and input we have heard throughout this process helped us to establish the goals of the redesign projectProject goals include widening the path where feasible, adding new and different kinds of seating, as well as opportunities for play and explorationEstablish stronger community access pointsRetain tree canopy and add to the existing tree canopy by establishing a robust planting planOur plans have identified a few areas along the path where we can not achieve the desired 14’ path width due to existing mature and healthy trees that are close to the path edge, so we are planning a few segments where the path is 12’ or less wide to minimize root zone impactsThe design teams proposal will reduce soil compaction and create better growing conditionsOur plan includes very few tree removals and will look at transplanting where feasible



 
 Existing side paths shown here 

(where people jog and walk today)

 Planned side paths are a strategy 
to reduce soil compaction for 
trees and allow park users to 
explore off the main path

Side paths

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kevin B Slide.Introduce Sidepath ideas



PLANT PALETTE

Landscape Character



MATERIALS PALETTE

 Granite
 Goshen
 Stone dust surface 



PLAY PALLETTE

Natural material for play



STONE

 Play
 Explore off the 

main path
 Retain slope



PATH AMENITIES

New Lighting
 Install city parks standard 

(CREE)
 Many existing poles along 

Linear Park in poor condition

Toomey Park in East Cambridge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The City is looking at using the new parks standard for lightingWhile some poles have had new acorn fixtures added, many of the actual poles and bases are in poor conditionThe new standard is pictured here on this slide, it’s a slim black metal pole with 4 arms connecting to the top shadeIt Points light down towards the path and the ground, not up, and is dark sky compliant



PATH AMENITIES

Other Path Furniture
 Variety of seating types
 Swinging bench like at 

Trolley Sq
 Clustered seating, 

Cambridge Common

 Trash and recycling 
containers

 Water fountain & bottle 
filler station

 Emergency call boxes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re looking at adding a variety of seating types, some social seating at activity nodes, and more benches for pausing and resting along the pathAlso looking at the water bottle filling station and drinking fountain combination used elsewhere in CambridgeAnd big belly trash and recycling containersThere are two existing emergency call boxes, and we’d like to add a few more at strategic points along the path



LINEAR PARK 
ADVANCED DESIGN PLANS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This next portion of the presentation will look at the advanced design plans for Linear Park



1.  Russell Fieldhouse corner

HARVEY ST

1

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ll use these project maps throughout this part of the presentation to orient folks and zoom into different areas to look at the design plansThis area in the blue circle, Section 1, is The Russell Fieldhouse CornerSo we’ll zoom in and look at the plans for this corner here



1. RUSSELL FIELDHOUSE CORNER

Existing Conditions

 Tight turning radius
 Short sight lines
 High number of 

path users

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK, section 1. This is a plan view map image of the Russell Fieldhouse corner. To the right of the image is the fieldhouse. The bottom of the image shows the path as it heads towards Rindge Ave. And the left side of the image shows where the path heads to Alewife station.This corner is probably well known by many of you as a location with a tight turning radius, short sight lines, and a high volume of path usersThis area has been identified from the start as needing to be redesigned to reduce conflicts between path usersWe’re also continuing to coordinate with the Alewife Park developers on their plans for the private property adjacent to this corner



   

 Widen and “T-up” the 
path

 More generous corners 
at turns

 Warning striping

 Coordination with IQHQ 
for better sight lines

GreenCambridge 
Urban Farm / Garden

Russell 
Fieldhouse

Russell 
Field

Rindge Ave

Alewife 
Station

Harvey 
Street

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the proposed design for the Russell Fieldhouse CornerWe worked with the design team and the pedestrian and bicycle advisory committees to develop several conceptsThe result of this process is the proposed “Widened T-intersection” concept pictured here. This concept achieves our goals of:Widening the path a bit: this creates more area for path users making a turning movement. You can see the existing edge, in a thin line, overlaid on the proposed pavement and shoulder material edges shown here. Widening the pavement area a bit and realigning the corners a bit to “T”-up also provide a more predictable turning motion and a more generous turning radius.Enhanced white striping to alert path users that they are entering an area where they should slow down and expect others who are turning or changing direction to share that spaceCoordinating with IQHQ on their urban farm garden, which will be run by GreenCambridge, to reduce the sight line issue created by the chain link fence out there today that marks the boundary of the privately owned parcel. Note: This graphic is not intended to show the design of the urban farm garden area. That’s a separate project by IQHQ on their private property.



   

GreenCambridge 
Urban Farm / Garden

Russell 
Field

Russell 
Fieldhouse

A spur path around northern 
edge of the communal 
garden is currently under 
evaluation and in discussion 
with IQHQ.

Rindge Ave

Alewife 
Station

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, we have asked IQHQ to build a spur path that cuts off the corner by the Fieldhouse, shown here and on the last slide faded back, just north of the GreenCambridge Urban Farm Garden areaWhile we can’t say right now whether this will be built, we want to emphasize that we are pursuing this possibility with them and we think it’s a strategy to alleviate some of the congestion at the Fieldhouse corner, particularly for path users traveling from Harvey Street area towards Alewife Station



2.  Russell Field area

HARVEY ST
2

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section 2 is the Russell Field area outlined by this blue polygon shown here



2. RUSSELL FIELD AREA
One tree 
removal

14’ path 
width

New wayfinding signage, 
park entry stone feature

Artist 
installation

Lots of new 
trees planned

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK, so a few things to note about section 2, the Russell Field area that is shown in this plan imageThe north arrow is facing to the rightWe can achieve our desired 14’ path width hereAt the entrance to the redesign linear park we’d like to reuse some granite from elsewhere in the project to create a park entrance featureThis plan calls for ONE tree removal, and we will provide some additional details on that in a later slideBlue oval notes artist Dan Borelli’s proposed installation location, which we’ll talk about more in a later slideYou may notice that there are two different shades of green shown in the landscaped areas off the edge of the multi-use pathThe Lighter Green represents a plant palette focusing more on native species planted closer to the main pathwayThe Darker Green represents a lighter touch planting plan and includes soil decompaction closer to the outer portions of the siteThis is an illustration and doesn’t represent the final 100% design documents, so some of the areas shaded lighter or darker green could change and a final list of plantings hasn’t been chosen yet



EXAMPLE STONE ENTRY MARKER

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example showing granite that could be repurposed from other areas in the projectKeeps the theme of the entry markers at Cedar Street and at Cameron AveWe are looking into engraving the granite to permanently etch the words Linear Park onto the stoneIf anyone has thoughts, comments, or ideas on this, please enter them into the Q and A window



3.  Russell Field area to Harvey Street

HARVEY ST
3

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section 3 is the Russell Field area to the Harvey Street path crossing



3. RUSSELL FIELD AREA 
TO  HARVEY STREET

Sidepath areas for play 
opportunity, viewing 
sports events

Social seating area

Playful stepping 
stones

Benches, trash and 
recycling containers, 
bike parking, way 
finding signage

Flexible lawn 
space with 
moveable 
seating

Park entry 
stone feature

Side paths and plantings 
are a landscape strategy 
to encourage plant 
growth and reduce soil 
compaction

Artist 
installation

Many new 
trees planned

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK so a few things to note about section 3The North arrow is facing to the rightThere are areas where the excess space is conducive to creating side paths where desire lines exist. These side paths are planned to be a compacted stone dust material with a binder. That basically means a glue-like substance that will hold everything in place. Stone dust is permeable, so that means that water is able to filter through the material without immediately causing it to erode, like dirt or mulch. In some areas, where the slope or other factors prevent us from using the stone dust aggregate with binder, we’re planning to introduce stepping stones, like Goshen or Granite or a similar material.At the lower left edge, there is a social seating area under two beautiful mature ash treesWe’re reserving some areas as flexible lawn space, and also planning to include benches, big belly containers, bike parking, and way finding signageBlue oval notes artist Dan Borelli’s proposed installation location - Dan’s public art concept combines the historical context of the brickmaking industry, the impact of industrial pollution, attributes of the Linear Park site, and the use of color fields and patterning. Primary materials will be bricks and very low planted matter. The effect will be visual and tactile. The artwork will be experienced as a suite of three moments along the length of Linear Park. Finally, the Harvey Street crossing is planned to be raised to match the grade of the path and send a visual cue that path users get priority at this street crossing



4.  Harvey St Crossing to Linea Building

HARVEY ST

4

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK, moving on to Section 4, which is the Harvey Street crossing to the Linea apartment building



4. HARVEY ST CROSSING TO LINEA BUILDING

HARVEY ST

WHITTEMORE AVE

Connection to Alewife 
Park commercial 
development

Install new fence 
and move to 
property line

Meandering 
side paths for 
play, exploring 

Side paths and plantings are a 
landscape strategy to encourage plant 
growth and reduce soil compaction

Raised path 
crossing at 
Harvey Street

Slightly reduced 
path width due 
to mature trees

Many new 
trees planned

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The North arrow is facing up in this plan diagramStarting at the lower left and moving our way up and along the path to the north eastSince there are several mature trees close to the proposed path shoulder, this requires us to slightly reduce the path width along a portion of the path, shown here in a red oval. The next slide shows two graphics: the existing and proposed path widths, and our goal for the slightly reduced path width as wellThis section features a new community access point to the Alewife Park commercial development, which includes retail opportunities, and a blue bikes stationThere are meandering side paths on both sides of the main multi-use path, and a proposed boulder retaining wall on the sloped area on the north side of the main multi-use path near the Linea residential buildingWe are removing an older chain link fence and replacing it with a new fence and in a new location. We’re moving the fence to the property line separating Linear Park from the Linea residential buildingThere are also some older, redundant sections of fence near the Whittemore Ave path connection being removed



Existing
Width varies between 

approximately 10’ 
and 15’, but 12’ is 

typical.

Proposed
14’ typical, with 

12’ at pinch 
points.

12’ 14’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image shows two section view graphics, on the left is the existing linear park path width of about 12’ and on the right is the proposed path width of 14’The existing conditions shows a 12’ wide path with 2’ clear zones. The proposed drawing shows the 2’ clear zone as grass but we’re looking into a stone dust aggregate that will hold up better than some other soft surface materials we’ve looked at. Our goal is to make this shoulder permeable.The proposed path width of 14’ wide is an expansion of about 2 feet where possibleA quick note about the 14 foot path width -- this is the standard for high-volume paths set by the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials, The National Association of City Transportation Officials, The Massachusetts Department of Transportation Design engineering Directive, and out own City of Cambridge standards.But more importantly, it’s not just a busy multi-use path standard, we’re doing it to avoid conflicts between path users, There are folks pushing strollers, walking dogs, walking hand in hand with toddlers, and we want to provide them, and the numerous bicyclists, inline skaters, and other path users a comfortable passing distance. All users have increased safety on busy urban paths when the path width is increased to 14’.And as we discussed on the last slide, our top priority is to retain healthy tree canopy, so that results in short sections where we are planning a slightly reduced path width of 12’



5.  Linea Building to Tyler Court

HARVEY ST

5

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section 5 is the area between the Linea residential building and Tyler Court



5. LINEA BUILDING TO TYLER COURT

Meandering 
side paths for 
play, exploring 

TYLER CT

Stone slabs provide surface for 
sewer maintenance pull-off

Steppingstones provide natural material 
play opportunity from Tyler Court path 
connection to multi-use path Slightly 

reduced 
path width

Re-pave existing 
community access point

Artist 
installation

Several new 
trees planned

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here in section 5 the North arrow is facing up.There are some meandering side paths on both sides of the main multi-use path, and in this graphic we see the continuation of the boulder retaining wall on the sloped area on the north sideTo the west of the Tyler Court community access point, we are planning to use stepping stones to help retain some of the slope there and provide a natural material opportunity for exploring and playWe are working closely with the Department of Public Works to provide a pull-off necessary for maintenance of sewer manholes on the north and south sides of the main multi-use path. There is some slope here and we’d prefer not to have a paved driveway so we’re looking into stone slabs or something similar, a natural material.Blue oval notes artist Dan Borelli’s proposed third installation locationAnd finally, we’re planning to re-pave the existing community connection from the main multi-use path down to Tyler CourtThe next slide shows a photo example of this section of Linear Park



Existing Linear Park

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Forested feelMaintain that feel



Proposed path design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a photo rendering of the proposed path designInclusion of natural materialsSide path formalizedThis is a landscape maintenance strategy to encourage park users to stick to the main multi-use path as well as the side paths, that way we can encourage growth of new trees and understory plants



6. Tyler Court to Cedar Street

HARVEY ST

6

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section 6 is Tyler Court to Cedar Street



6. TYLER COURT TO CEDAR STREET

Meandering side paths 
for play, exploring 

TYLER CT

Four Cherry tree 
removals

One Cherry 
tree removal

Slightly reduced 
path width due 
to mature trees

Several new 
trees planned

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
North arrow is facing up. This area is between the Tyler Court community access point and the Cedar Street path entranceThere is a shorter side path on the south side of the main multi-use pathThis section has some older, decaying cherry trees that we’re planning to remove. There are 4 on the north side of the multi-use path and one on the south side.This map area also has a pinch point between mature, established trees and we are planning a section of 12’ path, like the area we discussed earlier near the Whittemore Ave community access point.



Community Access Points
 City not currently pursuing a community 

access point at Westley Ave at this time
 Narrow width of the road
 Strong resident opposition 
 Perceived safety

 Well-lit and well-established Linear Park 
entrance exists about 3 blocks away on 
Cedar Street

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have reviewed many comments in favor of and against the idea of an additional access point to Linear Park at the end of Westley Ave Due to the narrow width of Westley Ave, strong resident opposition, and fears of safety issues, we are no longer pursuing this connection at this timeWe’re focusing our efforts on improving other existing access points including the Cedar Street access point about 3 blocks away from Westley Ave on Cedar Street



7.  Camp Cameron

HARVEY ST

7

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section 7 is the Camp Cameron plaza area



7. CAMP CAMERON

Social seating, 
café tables with 
chairs 

Area reserved for 
artist bench –
Matthew MazzottaRemoving low 

granite bollards 
and repurposing 
elsewhere

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
North arrow is facing up. This is the Camp Cameron area, a triangular plaza between Mass Ave and Cameron AveHere we have an area that is about 12’ x 12’ that we are reserving for Matthew Mazzotta, the second artist contributing to the project. Matthew is developing a design for a sculptural bench that features a conical form similar to what is seen on vintage gramophones. This horn-like shape will softly amplify music or voice from a smartphone. The artwork is designed to be a social place to share music or simply a fun place to rest.On the south side of the plaza, we’d like to introduce some seating. Do you think it makes sense for seating to be moveable or fixed? What types of furniture are you interested in?If you have any thoughts or ideas on seating types here at Camp Cameron, moveable or fixed, please enter them into the Q and A.



8.  Trolley Square to Somerville line

HARVEY ST

8

RUSSELL 
FIELD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section 8 is the area from Trolley Square to the Somerville Line.



8. TROLLEY SQ TO 
SOMERVILLE LINE

Exploring new 
fence options to 
improve this edge

Social 
seating 
area

Social seating

Slightly 
reduced 
path width

Formalized 
community access 
point at Elmwood St

MBTA BUS YARD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
North arrow is facing up!There is a new, more formalized community access point here at Elmwood Street.We’re working with MBTA to formalize some options for improving the edge along the path that is next to the bus yardWe are planning to introduce social seating and other natural elements here for either play or exploring. Both at Trolley Sq and at the plow turn-around. If anyone has comments or ideas about that, please submit them into the Q and A.At this point I’d like to pass it back to Kevin Beuttell to talk about trees



TREES

Top Priority is to Maintain Healthy & Mature Canopy

Location # of 
Removals

Caliper 
Inches

Reasoning Species

Russell Field 
Area

1 6” • Too close to widened path
• Transplanting unlikely to be 

successful due to existing 
slope where tree is planted

Red Maple

Tyler Court 
to Cedar 
Street

5 12” x 5 • Poor condition
• Hollow, signs of rot and decay

Cherry

A decaying Cherry tree 
planned for removal

 Proposed removals include:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tree Removals Slide – Kevin Beuttell



PROPOSED PLANTING PLAN

Top Priority is to Add 
Additional Tree Canopy

 We estimate that we’ll plant 
between 120 and 150 trees 
as part of the Linear Park 
redesign process

 That’s roughly 200-300 
new caliper inches

Photo showing a Miyawaki forest in Danehy Park

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New tree plantings slide – Kevin Beuttell



NEXT STEPS

 Tabling event between Russell Field and Harvey 
Street on Saturday, June 17, 10am - noon

 Comment on project web page at: 
camb.ma/linearpark

 In-person open house event in November or 
December

 Construction documents out to bid in January 2024
 Plans for Linear Park closures, temporary path 

detours

Additional Ways to Engage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also posting a full version of the proposed roll plan online next weekRecording of this presentation will be posted next weekThis presentation is already posted online

https://www.cambridgema.gov/Departments/communitydevelopment/linearparkredesign


Q and A

Public Input
 At the bottom center of the Zoom window:

 Use the “Q&A” button to submit written 
questions and comments during the 
presentation

 Use the “Raise Hand” button to request to 
speak at the end of the presentation
 We will unmute you
 You’ll have 2 minutes to speak your 

comments and ask questions at the end 
of the presentation

 Technical support – Bill Deignan / 
wdeignan@cambridgema.gov

“Q&A” to submit typed questions 
& comments

“Raise Hand” to speak 
questions & comments

Camb.ma/LinearPark

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can visit the project website to learn more information, submit comments and feedback using the Tell Us Your Thoughts button, view a map of the project area, or sign up for our e-newsletter to get notified of upcoming eventsThe URL for the project website is Camb.MA/LinearParkAt the bottom center of the Zoom window, you can use the Q and A button to submit written questions and comments during the presentationAt the end of the presentation, you can use the raise hand button to indicate that you’d prefer to speak your questions or commentsWe’ll unmute you and prompt you to speak, then you’ll have 1-2 minutes to offer your insightsIf you have any questions or issues with Zoom, please email wdeignan@cambridgema.gov



THANK YOU

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

Charlie Creagh, AICP
Transportation Project Planner

ccreagh@cambridgema.gov

Gary Chan
Neighborhood Planner

gchan@cambridgema.gov

Bill Deignan
Transportation Program Manager

wdeignan@cambridgema.gov

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

Kevin Beuttell
Supervising Landscape Architect

kbeuttell@cambridgema.gov

TRAFFIC, PARKING & TRANSPORTATION

Stephen Meuse, PE
Street Design Project Manager

smeuse@cambridgema.gov

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for watching our presentation and being part of these projects!
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